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“The HIDTA Program is a success because
it fosters collaboration and cooperation
among federal, state and local law
enforcement professionals in fighting drug
trafficking. I have been a long-time
supporter of HIDTA because of its record
in designing and implementing
comprehensive strategies that work.”

U.S. SENATOR BENJAMIN L. CARDIN

MARYLAND



The mission of the High Intensity Drug Trafficking

Areas (HIDTA) Program is to disrupt the market for

illegal drugs in the United States by assisting federal,

state, local, and tribal law enforcement entities par-

ticipating in the HIDTA Program to dismantle and

disrupt drug trafficking organizations, with particu-

lar emphasis on drug trafficking regions that have

harmful effects on other parts of the United States.

The HIDTA Program has two goals, one reflecting

program effectiveness (“Disrupt the market for illegal

drugs by dismantling or disrupting drug trafficking

and/or money laundering organizations”) and one

reflecting program efficiency (“Improve the efficien-

cy and effectiveness of HIDTA initiatives”). This

report documents the performance of the HIDTA

Program towards these goals in 2007. The data used

in this report are taken from the HIDTA

Performance Management Process (PMP) Database,

developed by HIDTA directors and ONDCP’s

Office of State, Local, and Tribal Affairs (OSLTA) to

quantify the Program’s outcomes on a consistent and

recurring basis. (The PMP Database is described in

Appendix A to this report.)

As the following pages illustrate, the HIDTA

Program has met or exceeded nearly all expectations.

The Program’s success at disrupting DTOs, seizing

drugs, cash, and other assets, closing down clandes-

tine laboratories that are used to manufacture

methamphetamine, and sharing information are

apparent. What are less apparent, but no less impor-

tant, are the successes that do not lend themselves to

easy quantification. For example, the institutional-

ization of the cooperative working relationships

among participating agencies and the improvements

in the quality of life in formerly-drug infested neigh-

borhoods cannot be demonstrated quantitatively.

For this reason, this report includes sidebars featur-

ing the assessments of law enforcement officials

about the value of the HIDTA Program and exam-

ples of the impacts of HIDTA operations. This

information, while anecdotal, is compelling, persua-

sive, and on point.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Disrupting the Market

• Operations of 2,873 DTOs* and money launder-
ing organizations* (MLOs) were either completely
dismantled or disrupted to the point where their
ability to operate was severely diminished.

• HIDTA initiatives seized illegal drugs with a
wholesale value of more than $26.5 billion and
more than $877 million in drug profits and ille-
gally gained assets.

• Sixty-six percent of the DTOs and MLOs dis-
mantled or disrupted by HIDTA initiatives were
international or multi-state in scope.

• HIDTA initiatives succeeded in identifying and
destroying 1,130 clandestine laboratories capable of
producing a combined total of $15 million worth
of methamphetamine in a single “cook.”

Cooperation and Coordination

• 23,721 federal, state, and local law enforcement
officers and other staff worked together on HIDTA
initiatives.

• 37,578 investigations received analytical support
from HIDTA Investigative Support Centers (ISCs).

• HIDTA ISCs performed more than 783,000
event and case/subject deconflictions.

• HIDTA trained or supported training for 72,889
law enforcement and civilian personnel
in 2007.

• HIDTAs made nearly 25,000 referrals of case
information to other HIDTAs or law enforcement
agencies.

Return on Investment

• HIDTAs allocated approximately $176,000,000
to Enforcement Initiatives and Intelligence and
Information Sharing Initiatives.

• HIDTA initiatives seized nearly three times as
much illegal drug profits in cash ($673 million)
from traffickers as was appropriated for the entire
HIDTA Program ($225 million) for 2007.

• For every dollar invested in the Enforcement and
Intelligence and Information Sharing Initiatives,
the HIDTA Program took $152 in illegal drugs off
the streets, and seized $5 in drug profits and ille-
gally gained assets.

*DTOs are organizations consisting of five or more people with a clearly

defined hierarchy whose principal activity is to generate income or

acquire assets through a continuing series of drug-related activities.

These activities may include illegal drug production, importation, distri-

bution, and drug money laundering.

*Money Laundering Organizations (MLOs) are two or more individuals

engaged in processing illegal drug profits through a continuing series of

illegal activities to make those illegal profits appear to be legitimate

income.

Performance Highlights 2007
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Overview

The High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas (HIDTA)

Program provides resources and creates a mechanism

to coordinate and help federal, state, local, and tribal

drug enforcement agencies carry out activities that

address drug trafficking and related crimes in spe-

cially designated regions of the United States. The

HIDTA Program was first authorized in the “Anti-

Drug Abuse Act of 1988,” the same statute that cre-

ated the Office of National Drug Control Policy

(ONDCP). Originally, the HIDTA Program was in-

cluded as one of the sections delineating the powers

of the new “Drug Czar.” However, in 1993 the law

reauthorizing ONDCP included the HIDTA Pro-

gram in a separate section of the legislation, giving it

greater visibility and prominence. Since then, the

Program has been reauthorized on two additional oc-

casions, most recently in the “ONDCP Reauthoriza-

tion Act of 2006.”

Prior to designating an area as a high intensity drug

trafficking area, ONDCP must consult with the At-

torney General, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Sec-

retary of Homeland Security, heads of the National

Drug Control Program agencies, and the Governor of

each potentially affected State. The authorizing

statute permits the Director of ONDCP to designate

an area as a HIDTA only if:

• the area is a significant center of illegal drug pro-
duction, manufacturing, importation, or
distribution;
• state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies
have committed resources to respond to the drug
trafficking problem in the area, thereby indicating a
determination to respond aggressively to

the problem;
• drug-related activities in the area are having a
significant harmful impact in the area, and in
other areas of the country; and
• a significant increase in allocation of federal re-
sources is necessary to respond adequately to drug-re-
lated activities in the area.

In 1990, the Director of ONDCP designated the first

five HIDTAs in Los Angeles, Houston, Miami, New

York City, and a Southwest Border HIDTA that

stretched along the entire length of our border with

Mexico. These five regions were considered gateways

for the entry of illegal drugs into the United States.

As the advantages of the HIDTA Program became

apparent, it was expanded to include areas with other

drug trafficking problems that met the statutory re-

quirements; rural areas where extensive marijuana

cultivation and methamphetamine production took

place, cities where major drug transshipment centers

developed, and urban areas that became the setting

for widespread drug abuse and rampant drug-related

violence.

Currently, there are 28 HIDTAs located in 45 states

plus Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the

District of Columbia. In addition, the Southwest

Border HIDTA is divided into five regions (Califor-

nia, Arizona, New Mexico, West Texas, and South

Texas), each of which functions as a separate HIDTA.

In this Report, all references to “HIDTAs” include

the five regions of the Southwest Border HIDTA and

the 27 other designated HIDTAs unless specifically

noted otherwise.

Each HIDTA is managed by an Executive Board.

However, HIDTAs and their Executive Boards are

Summary of the HIDTA Program

HIDTA Counties Map
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not legal entities under federal law and cannot

receive grant funds directly from the federal govern-

ment. Consequently, HIDTA Program funds are

provided to one or more legal entities, such as a fed-

eral, state, or local agency or an institution of higher

education, to carry out HIDTA activities or to man-

age the funds and enable participating agencies to

carry out HIDTA activities. The recipients of

HIDTA grant funds are called “HIDTA fiduciaries,”

and they are accountable for the use of HIDTA

funds.

Funds awarded to HIDTAs through these fiduciaries

are used to carry out four types of initiatives

approved by the Executive Board:

1. Enforcement Initiatives that investigate, inter-
dict, and prosecute drug trafficking and money
laundering organizations, drug production organi-
zations, drug gangs, drug fugitives, and others who
commit serious crimes with a drug nexus;

2. Intelligence and Information Sharing Initiatives
that furnish intelligence (tactical, operational, and
strategic), deconfliction services (event and
case/subject), information collection and dissemina-
tion, and other analytical support for HIDTA ini-
tiatives and participating agencies;

3. Support Initiatives that provide assistance
beyond the core Enforcement and Intelligence and
Information Sharing Initiatives; e.g., training,
treatment, prevention, forensic laboratories, and
information technology initiatives; and

4. Management and Coordination Initiatives that
perform the basic administrative and oversight
responsibilities of the HIDTA.

In 2007, 661 initiatives received more than $223

million through the HIDTA Program. (See Table 1.)

Summary of the HIDTA Program

TABLE 1
2007 HIDTA INITIATIVES AND FUNDING*

(dollars in thousands)

Type of Initiative Number Funding

Enforcement 503 $132,731

Intelligence and 54 $43,483
Information Sharing

Support 71 $18,962

Management and
Coordination 33 $28,505

Total 661 $223,680

* This table does not include $1 million appropriated for
auditing services and not awarded to an individual HIDTA.
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Simply put, the mission of the HIDTA Program is to

take illegal drugs and those who traffic those sub-

stances off the streets of the United States. This

statement, however, oversimplifies the purpose of the

HIDTA Program. To accomplish its mission, the

HIDTA Program does not create new agencies in the

designated areas, does not compete with existing

agencies for staff and resources, and does not simply

provide funds to an agency to supplement “business

as usual.” Rather, the HIDTA Program creates a

coordination mechanism for federal, state, local, and

tribal law enforcement agencies and an infrastructure

that allows them to combine resources and capabili-

ties to address drug trafficking and drug-related

crime. The extensive cooperation that has been gen-

erated by this process has become a hallmark of the

HIDTA Program.

A second central feature of the HIDTA Program is

the ability of the HIDTAs to respond to local condi-

tions. Every year the HIDTA Executive Boards

assess the drug trafficking threats in their defined

areas, develop strategies to address those threats,

design initiatives to implement the strategies, and

allocate the funding needed to carry out the initia-

tives. This level of local control and discretion

ensures that each HIDTA Executive Board can tailor

its strategy and initiatives to local conditions and can

respond quickly to changes in those conditions. It

also leads to wide-ranging and creative approaches to

counter the drug traffickers operating in the

United States.

Together, the balance between the federal and the

state/local perspectives and the flexibility to address

local conditions is a combination unmatched in

other law enforcement programs. The discretion

afforded the Board makes it possible to tailor each

HIDTA’s Strategy closely to the local conditions and

unique needs of the HIDTA. The balanced

Executive Board ensures that the views of all partici-

pants -- federal, state, and local -- are considered and

represented in that Strategy.

These two central features of the HIDTA Program,

the cooperation within and among the HIDTAs and

the ability to respond specifically to the drug traffick-

ing threats in each HIDTA’s area, are described

below.

Multi-agency Cooperation in the
HIDTA Program

Cooperation among law enforcement agencies per-
meates all levels of the HIDTA program structure.
At the national level, ONDCP is required to consult
with the Attorney General, the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Secretary of Homeland Security, heads
of the National Drug Control Program agencies, and
the Governor of each affected state before designat-
ing an area as a high intensity drug trafficking area.
In 2007, ONDCP issued regulations establishing the
process by which local officials could request their
area be designated a HIDTA or included in an exist-
ing HIDTA. In 2007, the first use of this process
relied on a panel of senior enforcement officials from
the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and the Immigration and
Customs Enforcement to review requests for HIDTA
designation. Based on that panel’s recommenda-
tions, the Director of ONDCP added 26 new coun-
ties to seven existing HIDTAs.

At the local level, each HIDTA is directed and guid-

ed by an Executive Board, composed of an equal

number of federal law enforcement leaders and

state/local law enforcement leaders. This require-

Summary of the HIDTA Program



“The HIDTA Program facilitates a
genuine spirit of cooperation among
federal, state, local, and tribal law
enforcement agencies in addressing the
threat controlled substances pose to our
nation. This force-multiplier approach
brings the right combination of police and
prosecutorial resources together to
strategically identify and attack these drug
trafficking organizations.”

TIMOTHY LANDRUM, SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE

DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, LOS ANGELES DIVISION

CHAIRMAN, LOS ANGELES HIDTA EXECUTIVE BOARD
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ment for a balanced Executive Board, which began as

program policy and was enacted into law as part of

the 2006 reauthorization of ONDCP, makes the

HIDTA Program unique in the law enforcement

world. Other programs may combine federal, state,

and local law enforcement agencies into a single task

force, but the work of those task forces is directed by

a single agency,

not a balanced

group, as with

the HIDTA

Executive

Boards.

The value of the

balanced

Executive Board

requirement

extends beyond

the HIDTA

Program.

Law enforcement leaders at all levels – federal, state,

and local – cite the improved relationships among

agencies that have developed as a direct result of rela-

tionships formed while serving on the Board. These

relationships, while not easily measured, have posi-

tive benefits that are profound, wide-reaching, and

long lasting. The success of the HIDTA Executive

Board concept is widely recognized and similar

requirements are now usually included in new pro-

posals for cooperation among law enforcement agen-

cies.

At the operational level, HIDTA-funded initiatives

are carried out by collocated task forces that include

federal law enforcement agents and state/local offi-

cers. These task forces are led by a local, state, or

federal agency or often jointly led by more than one

agency. The interaction among the task force mem-

bers is heightened by the Program’s policy of requir-

ing the task force members to be housed and com-

mingled at the same location to facilitate a close, bar-

rier-free work arrangement. In 2007, the 661

HIDTA initia-

tives involved

more than

23,000 federal,

state, and local

sworn agents,

officers, analysts,

technical spe-

cialists, and

civilian staff.

(See Figure 2.)

The concept of

multi-agency

task forces did not originate within HIDTA.

However, in the past, getting participation from

many law enforcement agencies was often met with

resistance that ran the gamut from neglect to overt

hostility. Now, agents and officers at all levels – from

first-line supervisors, such as Sergeants and Group

Supervisors, to senior executives, such as Special

Agents in Charge and Chiefs – have worked in

HIDTA initiatives and have seen first-hand the bene-

fits of such efforts.

As a result, the multi-agency task force has been

institutionalized as the norm in law enforcement.

Arguably, the contribution to this institutionalization

may be the most significant legacy of the HIDTA

Program.

Summary of the HIDTA Program

FIGURE 2
HIDTA PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, 2007

6,949
4,220

2,489

10,063

FEDERAL FULLTIME

FEDERAL PART-TIME

STATE/LOCAL FULLTIME

STATE/LOCAL PART-TIME

FIGURE 2
HIDTA PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, 2007
More than 23,700 federal, state, and local personnel particpated in
HIDTAs in 2007; more 70 percent were from state or local agencies
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Responsiveness to Local Conditions

A second central feature of the HIDTA Program is

that the authority vested in the HIDTA Executive

Boards enables them to design HIDTA strategies

that address the drug trafficking conditions in their

areas and to respond quickly to changes in those

conditions. Designing these strategies involves three

major steps.

The first step is analyzing the drug trafficking condi-

tions that confront the HIDTAs. Each HIDTA con-

ducts an annual Threat Assessment of the drug traf-

ficking conditions in its defined area by collecting

and analyzing information. The Threat Assessment:

• analyzes the production, transportation, distribu-
tion, and illicit finance of the illegal drug markets
in the HIDTA’s area;
• identifies the organizations that are responsible
for the illegal drug activities;
• determines whether any significant changes have
taken place in those illegal activities; and
• projects what the HIDTA expects to happen in
the next year.

The second step for a HIDTA is the development of

a Strategy to coordinate the response of the partici-

pating federal, state, and local agencies to the condi-

tions identified in the Threat Assessment. The

Strategy identifies the individual initiatives designed

to carry out the Strategy and explains how the pro-

posed initiatives complement, rather than duplicate,

one another to provide a comprehensive approach in

the HIDTA area. The Strategy also establishes quan-

titative performance targets for the HIDTA in core

performance areas. Those targets include the num-

ber of DTOs expected to be disrupted or dismantled;

the wholesale value of drugs to be taken off the mar-

ket; the amount of cash and other assets to be seized

from traffickers; and the number of times case infor-

mation will be provided to other law enforcement

agencies.

The third step is allocating funding to each initiative

involved in implementing the Strategy. For each of

the initiatives in its area, the Executive Board deter-

mines the appropriate amount of funding each

should receive. When making these decisions, the

Executive Board considers the composition of the

initiative, the relative significance of the threat the

initiative addresses, the initiative’s proposed perform-

ance targets and its past performance, whether other

HIDTA initiatives or non-HIDTA agencies are

addressing the same threat, and other relevant fac-

tors. This information, and other descriptive infor-

mation, is used to prepare an Initiative Description

and Budget Proposal that is submitted as part of the

HIDTA’s annual budget request to ONDCP.

As the following examples illustrate, the level of local

control and discretion has ensured that each HIDTA

Executive Board can tailor its strategy and initiatives

to local conditions and can respond quickly to

changes in those conditions. It has led to wide-rang-

ing and creative approaches to counter the drug traf-

fickers operating in the United States.

Drug Importation Smuggling illegal drugs

across the Mexican border has been a long-standing

drug problem for the United States. It was this

smuggling that led to the southern tier of counties in

California, New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas being

designated the Southwest Border HIDTA, and it is

Summary of the HIDTA Program



“The HIDTA program supports law
enforcement by providing intelligence and
financial resources that we could not other-
wise acquire individually. The collaboration
and coordination that occurs in the HIDTA
Program has resulted in
disrupting once viable drug markets and
dismantling once active drug trafficking
organizations.”

FREDERICK BEALEFELD

COMMISSIONER, BALTIMORE POLICE DEPARTMENT
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smuggling that drives the strategies and initiatives

created by the Executive Boards of the these regions.

For example, the Arizona Region strategy is to “selec-

tively (geographically and time based) ‘harden’ the

border based on intelligence” by using multi-agency

interdiction initiatives that plan and coordinate

actions with adjacent task forces. The Border Anti-

Narcotics Network (BANN) is one of those initia-

tives. BANN brings together more than 80 federal,

local, and tribal law enforcement personnel from five

federal agencies, the Pima County Sheriff ’s

Department, and the Tohono O'odham Reservation.

BANN focuses on the smuggling activities of indi-

viduals and organizations in an area that includes

more than 150 miles of international border and

8,000 square miles of Pima County. In 2007, the

BANN initiative seized approximately 81 tons of

marijuana, or about one-fifth of all marijuana seized

by the Arizona Region.

Marijuana Cultivation The three states of the

Appalachia HIDTA (Kentucky, Tennessee, and West

Virginia) are among the seven states that account for

95 percent of all marijuana production in the United

States. Combined, they eradicated almost 700,000

marijuana plants in 2007. The region’s reputation as

a marijuana producer is so established that when it

was designated a HIDTA in 1998, it was referred to

as “The Marijuana HIDTA.” Although other drug

problems have become more pronounced in the past

decade, particularly methamphetamine production

and trafficking of Oxycontin and other narcotic anal-

gesics, it is the HIDTA’s marijuana production that

has the greatest effect on other parts of the country.

The Kentucky Marijuana Eradication Initiative is

one of three initiatives in the Appalachia HIDTA

focused on marijuana eradication. The 127-person

initiative is lead by troopers from the Kentucky State

Police, and is staffed by agents and support personnel

from the U.S. Forest Service, Deputy U.S. Marshals,

pilots from the Civil Air Patrol, support personnel

from the Kentucky Army National Guard, and law

enforcement officers from Kentucky sheriffs’ offices

and police departments. In addition to outdoor

eradication, the initiative concentrates year-round on

indoor marijuana grows. In 2007, the initiative was

responsible for eradicating more than 288,000 plants

outdoors and several hundred plants indoors.

Methamphetamine
Production Pseudoephedrine control legislation

enacted at the state and federal level has made it sig-

nificantly more difficult to manufacture metham-

phetamine in clandestine laboratories (“clan labs”).

However, in the Midwest HIDTA region, the num-

ber of small clandestine labs continues to pose signif-

icant problems. The number of meth lab incidents

in Missouri is the best example of this persistent

threat. In 2006, Missouri reported 1,284 lab inci-

dents (labs dismantled, dump sites cleaned, and

glassware and other laboratory equipment seized), a

continued decrease from the record level of 2003

incidents. However, that figure did not decline in

2007, remaining essentially static at 1,285. This

may suggest that meth cooks are regrouping and

learning how to by-pass statutes controlling access to

pseudoephedrine.

Midwest HIDTA initiatives continue to deal with

the rather widespread manufacture of methampheta-

mine production, including the effects of meth use

and the physical and environmental impacts of clan-

Summary of the HIDTA Program
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destine laboratories. The labs encountered in the

Midwest HIDTA are primarily small labs that do not

produce significant amounts of methamphetamine

but nonetheless create enormous problems for law

enforcement, child welfare agencies, and the environ-

ment. In 2007, 19 Midwest HIDTA initiatives

reported dismantling a total of 353 meth labs rang-

ing in size from those capable of producing less than

two ounces per cook to “superlabs” that are capable

of producing more than ten pounds at one time.

Money Laundering Money laundering is an

intrinsic part of drug trafficking operations and takes

place in every HIDTA. However, the extraordinary

financial infrastructure of the NY/NJ HIDTA’s

region provides an environment for laundering drug

trafficking proceeds that is unmatched anywhere else

in the United States. DTOs operating all across the

United States and abroad use this vast infrastructure

to launder illicit funds. The NY/NJ HIDTA’s El

Dorado Task Force estimates that each year between

$4 billion and $8 billion in illicit drug proceeds are

laundered through the metropolitan area. New York

City generally ranks first in the nation in the number

of Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs) filed by bank-

ing institutions.

To address this unique threat, the NY/NJ HIDTA

Executive Board established the El Dorado Task

Force. The Task Force is under the direction of ICE

and consists of more than 175 full-time agents and

officers, including participants from DEA, FBI, US

Secret Service, NYPD, and New York State Police.

The El Dorado Task Force’s mission is to disrupt,

dismantle, or render ineffective organizations

involved in the laundering of the proceeds of nar-

cotics trafficking and other financial crimes in the

New York metropolitan area. The HIDTA has also

established a Money Laundering Intelligence Section

that is usually staffed by 40 representatives from fed-

eral, state, and local law enforcement agencies. In

2007, the initiative dismantled two international

MLOs, disrupted 29 others, and seized $23.5 million

in cash and $2.8 in other assets.

Violent Drug Gangs Gangs are actively
involved in drug trafficking in HIDTAs across the

United States, including the Houston, Los Angeles,

Chicago, Washington/Baltimore, and South Florida

HIDTAs. In the Houston HIDTA, more than 166

gangs, several with national and international con-

nections, operate as drug trafficking organizations.

These gangs run the gamut from Hispanic gangs to

the Aryan Brotherhood and motorcycle gangs, but it

is the Hispanic gangs that dominate drug trafficking

and violence in the Houston area. Some gangs have

operated in the region for more than 20 years

becoming deeply rooted in certain neighborhoods

and making them difficult to neutralize.

The Houston Gangs and Non-traditional Gang

Squad (GANGS) is led by the Houston Police

Department and includes more than 125 agents,

officers, and deputies from Houston Police

Department, Harris County Sheriff ’s Office, Drug

Enforcement Administration, Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives, Federal Bureau of

Investigation, and the Immigration and Customs

Enforcement. In 2007, the GANGS initiative dis-

mantled or disrupted eight DTOs, removed more

than $7.1 million worth of drugs from the market,

seized $1.1 million in cash and other assets, and

made 675 arrests.

Summary of the HIDTA Program



Following the Money

For four years, the Washington/Baltimore HIDTA’s
Drug Money Laundering Initiative (DMLI) inves-
tigated several organizations of Pakistani nationals
involved in money laundering using the “hawala”
system to move money from the United States to
other parts of the world. In broad terms, the
“hawala” system transfers money from one party to
another without using formal financial institutions
or documents such as banks, money exchanges, and
promissory notes. The “hawala” system, relying on
shared trust, makes extensive use of connections
such as family relationships or regional affiliations.
Consequently, it is extremely difficult for law
enforcement to penetrate. Nonetheless, the DMLI
did penetrate and dismantle several organizations
relying on the “hawala” system.

The investigations were led by Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents and involved
participation by the FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force
in Baltimore, the IRS, the Office of the
Comptroller of Maryland, the Maryland State
Police, the Baltimore Police Department, local
police departments in California, and law enforce-
ment agencies in six other nations. The initial
investigation began in January 2003, when the
DMLI received information that a group of

Pakistani nationals was conducting suspicious cash
transactions on Maryland’s Eastern Shore. For
more than four years, the DMLI investigated the
group using a wide variety of techniques, including
Title III communications intercepts, domestic and
foreign undercover work, and confidential inform-
ants. On September 19, 2007, the investigation
culminated in a takedown operation at an ICE
undercover warehouse facility and the arrest of 15
individuals. The following day, search and seizure
warrants were executed and additional arrests were
made throughout the United States, Canada,
Belgium, and Spain. So far, this investigation has
yielded 48 federal indictments on charges of
Concealment of Terrorist Financing, Money
Laundering, Racketeering Influenced Corrupt
Organizations, Operating an Illegal Money
Transmission Business, Failure to File Currency
Transaction Reports, Bribery of a Public Official,
and Aiding and Abetting. To date, 42 persons
have been arrested in conjunction with the investi-
gation and six more are fugitives. The investiga-
tion has led to the seizure and/or collection of
approximately $1.8 million in cash and the seizure
of several businesses and vehicles valued in excess of
one million dollars.

HIDTA Operations
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Performance Measures for Goal 1:
Disrupt the Market for Illegal Drugs by
Dismantling and Disrupting Drug
Trafficking and/or Money Laundering
Organizations.

The principal purpose of the HIDTA Program is to

help reduce the supply of illegal drugs in the United

States, and its accomplishments in this area are the

measures of its success. However, in the absence of

reliable, comprehen-

sive, timely, and

definitive data on

drug availability,

measuring that suc-

cess requires the use

of proxy measures.

Because of the logical

connection between

drug availability and

the number, opera-

tional scope, and sig-

nificance of the organizations that traffic illegal

drugs, the disruption and dismantlement of these

organizations can be used as performance measures

for the HIDTA Program. These outcome-oriented

performance measures reflect what drug enforcement

agencies actually do: take drugs off the street and put

traffickers in jail.

DTOs Disrupted and Dismantled

In 2007, the 32 HIDTAs identified 7,266 interna-

tional, multi-state, and local DTOs and MLOs oper-

ating in their areas, and targeted 3,475 of these

organizations for disruption or dismantlement that

year. By the end of 2007, more than 80 percent

(2,873) of the targeted organizations were successful-

ly disrupted (1,919) or dismantled completely(954).*

(See Table 2.)

While it is not possible to measure the precise impact

of the disruption and dismantlement of these organi-

zations on the drug market, the “operational scope”

of these DTOs is one indication of their significance.

Disrupting or dismantling a local DTO can have a

substantial impact on a neighborhood or a commu-

nity but disrupting or

dismantling a multi-

state or international

DTO can have more

far-reaching effects.

In 2007, two-thirds

of the DTOs disrupt-

ed or dismantled were

parts of “internation-

al” or “multi-state”

organizations respon-

sible for furnishing

drugs to broad geo-

graphic areas. (See Figure 3.) The coordination and

cooperation of federal, state, and local agencies

inherent in the HIDTA structure provides a unique

opportunity for identifying, targeting, and disrupting

or dismantling these higher value targets.

*A DTO is considered disrupted when law enforcement actions impede

the normal and effective operation of that organization as indicated by

changes in organizational leadership and/or regular methods of opera-

tions. A DTO is considered dismantled when those actions make the

organization incapable of operating and/or reconstituting itself to con-

duct its illegal activities. If a DTO is disrupted and later in the same

year is dismantled, only the dismantlement is counted. If a DTO is dis-

rupted multiple times in a year, only one disruption is counted.

Results and Outcomes 2007

Disrupted Dismantled Total

618 240 858

711 341 1,052

590 373 963

1,919 954 2,873

Operational Scope

of Organization

International

Multi-state

Local

Total

TABLE 2
DTOS AND MLOS DISRUPTED AND DISMANTLED

BY HIDTAS IN 2007



"Our country is safer because of the
impact of HIDTA and its initiatives. The
effectiveness of local, state, and federal law
enforcement in dismantling illegal drug
trafficking organizations is enhanced when
we operate together under the mantle of
HIDTA. HIDTA allows Florida to
establish and implement custom strategies
aimed toward regional drug crime issues,
while adhering to the national mission.
HIDTA task forces are aggressive in their
pursuit of trafficking organizations and
HIDTA support creates a foundation for
us to take drugs off the street and put
offenders behind bars."

GERALD M. BAILEY

COMMISSIONER, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT
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A second indication of the significance of a DTO is

whether the organization is connected to or affiliated

with a Consolidated Priority Organization Target

(CPOT). CPOT targets, which are identified by the

Department of Justice, represent the federal govern-

ment's assessment of which traffickers are most

responsible for smuggling drugs into the United

States. Pursuing organizations linked to these targets

may maximize the impact on drug trafficking and

drug availability. In 2007, HIDTAs investigated 330

DTOs with established links to a CPOT target, and

disrupted or dismantled 31 (9%) of these CPOT-

related organizations. In addition, HIDTAs were

working on 1,460 DTOs that were part of an inves-

tigation designated as an Organized Crime and Drug

Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) case, a designa-

tion assigned to regionally significant investigations.

Drugs and Assets Seized

Seizing drugs and illegally gained assets from a DTO

is comparable to eliminating the inventory, stock

holdings, and capital of a legitimate business.

Seizures increase the costs, slash the profits, and leave

the DTO with nothing to market. In 2007, the

combined value of drugs, cash, and assets seized by

the HIDTAs totaled $27.4 billion, an amount more

than three times the total seized in 2005, and more

than 120 times the amount of federal funds appro-

priated for the HIDTA Program for 2007. The

wholesale value of illegal drugs seized constituted the

largest share of this amount, totaling $26.5 billion.

This amount is based on the wholesale value of the

drugs seized and is substantially less than the cost per

small retail level purchases. Consequently, the $26.5

billion is a conservative estimate of the value of

these drugs.

Results and Outcomes 2007

Local DTOs, 963

International DTOs,
858

Multi-State DTOs,
1,052

FIGURE 3
OPERATIONAL SCOPE OF DTOS DISRUPTED

AND DISMANTLED IN 2007
Two-thirds of DTOs disrupted or dismantled by HIDTAs in 2007

were part of international or multi-state organizations



“Hawaii's HIDTA designation was
received in 1999, and the Hawaii HIDTA
is uniquely situated to significantly disrupt
illicit drug trafficking in Hawaii. Because
Hawaii's geographic location links it to
Asia, Oceania, and the Pacific, the work
conducted in Hawaii is key to preventing
new drugs from abroad from gaining a
foothold in the United States.”

U.S. SENATOR DANIEL K. INOUYE

HAWAII
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The substantial increase in both the quantities of

drugs seized in 2007 and the value of those drugs

was due to the enormous success of the HIDTA

Program in seizing and eradicating marijuana, the

most widely abused drug in the United States. In

2007, the amount of marijuana seized and eradicated

by HIDTAs increased by more than 1.3 million kilo-

grams from 2006 and represented removal of more

than $24.8 billion in potential illegal profits from

the drug trade. The values of reported seizures of

prescription drugs (up $18.8 million), heroin (up

$14.4 million), and club drugs (up $2 million) were

up significantly over 2006. The relative increase in

the value of prescription drugs was particularly large,

representing a 159% increase over the value of such

drugs in 2006.

Results and Outcomes 2007

TABLE 3
DRUGS REMOVED FROM THE MARKETPLACE BY

HIDTA INITIATIVES IN 2005-2007

AMOUNTS SEIZED IN KILOGRAMS

Drug Seized 2005 2006 2007

WHOLESALE VALUE IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

Drug Seized 2005 2006 2007
Marijuana $2,318,280 $2,954,843 $3,504,387

Marijuana Plants $3,842,652 $10,796,532 $21,300,390

Cocaine $1,486,089 $1,925,309 $1,403,526

Methamphetamine $124,071 $156,394 $121,699

Heroin $88,519 $93,553 $107,971

Meth Precursors $6,224 $3,069 $1,672

Club Drugs $415 $504 $2,574

Hallucinogens $26,400 $63,537 $56,771

Prescription Drugs $5,839 $11,818 $30,615

All Other Seizures $50,526 $623 $2,197

Total $7,949,015 $16,006,182 $26,531,802

Marijuana 1,245,220 1,403,286 1,522,858

Marijuana Plants 562,589 1,411,343 2,627,368

Cocaine 78,925 94,359 76,420

Methamphetamine 6,788 6,519 6,576

Heroin 1,358 1,577 1,749



Seizures of other drugs were down. Cocaine seizures

were down by almost 18,000 kilograms, which trans-

lated into a drop of more than $500 million in whole-

sale value. The value of methamphetamine seizures

declined by $36 million, or 22 percent, despite a

slight increase in the quantity of the drug seized.

Seizures of methamphetamine precursors continued to

drop sharply, dropping 45% from 2006.

In addition to the

drugs seized,

HIDTA initiatives

seized $875 mil-

lion in cash and

other assets repre-

senting the illegal

gains from the

drug trade. Cash

seizures ($672

million) account-

ed for more than

three-quarters of this amount, and were about three

times the total of federal funds appropriated for the

Program.

Methamphetamine Labs Dismantled

The number of methamphetamine labs dismantled by

HIDTAs declined sharply again in 2007, probably

due to the difficulties traffickers have in acquiring the

ingredients to produce methamphetamine following

the enactment of federal and state legislation control-

ling the sales of precursor chemicals (e.g., ephedrine).

In 2007, three-quarters of the HIDTAs reported dis-

mantling clandestine drug labs, but the total number

of labs seized decreased by 56 percent compared to

2005. (See Figure 4.) In 2007, HIDTA initiatives

dismantled 1,130 clandestine laboratories that togeth-

er were capable of producing a minimum of $15 mil-

lion worth of methamphetamine (using a conservative

estimate of only one cook per lab per year). In con-

trast, HIDTAs seized 2,561 clandestine lab's capable

of producing $19.2

million of metham-

phetamine in 2005.

While most

HIDTAs reported

dismantling at least

one clandestine

meth lab, the

majority of these

labs are still con-

centrated in a few

HIDTAs. Almost

one-third of all such labs were found in the Midwest

HIDTA, which has historically had the most wide-

spread methamphetamine problem of any HIDTA.

Four other HIDTAs (the Gulf Coast, Northwest,

Appalachian, and Central Florida) account for another

third of the laboratories dismantled. The Midwest

HIDTA also accounted for one-third of all “super

labs” (i.e., labs capable of producing 10 pounds or

more of meth in one production run). However, as in

past years the majority of “super labs” dismantled by

HIDTAs were found in the state of California, with

the largest number in the Central Valley HIDTA.
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The number of meth labs dismantled by HIDTAs
has declined by 56 percent since 2005

FIGURE 4
METHAMPHETAMINE LABS DISMANTLED

BY HIDTAS, 2005-2007



“There is no question that the HIDTA
program, and our HIDTA initiative, has
been very helpful and productive in the
destruction of Drug Trafficking
Organizations in Pinellas County.”

JIM COATS

SHERIFF, PINELLAS COUNTY (FL)
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While the impact of the HIDTA program is appa-

rent to those involved, gauging the precise effects of

dismantling and disrupting DTOs and seizing drugs

and assets on the illegal drug market is not possible.

However, there are two readily available quantitative

measures of the effectiveness and efficiency of the

HIDTA Program. One, the Return on Investment

(ROI) from HIDTA funds, indicates how effective

the HIDTA Program is at reducing the resources

available to the drug traffickers. The second, the

Average Cost per DTO Disrupted or Dismantled by

HIDTAs, measures how efficiently the HIDTA

Program accomplishes its goals. Both measures use

the HIDTA’s investigative budget (i.e., dollars bud-

geted for Enforcement and Intelligence and

Information Sharing Initiatives) as the base for the

calculations.

Return on Investment

The HIDTA Program’s ROI is the ratio between the

HIDTA “investigative budget” (funds used for

Enforcement Initiatives and Intelligence and

Information Sharing Initiatives) and the combined

total of (1) the wholesale value of drugs taken off the

market; (2) cash seized; and (3) non-cash assets

seized*. Using this method, the HIDTA Program

removed from the market more than $152 in illegal

drugs for each investigative dollar spent. Perhaps

more significantly, HIDTA initiatives seized approxi-

mately $5.00 in cash and other assets for each inves-

tigative dollar budgeted by the HIDTAs. (See Table

4.) In fact, HIDTA initiatives seized three times

more cash from drug traffickers than was appropriat-

ed for the HIDTA Program. A large portion of this

cash and the proceeds from non-cash assets seized by

HIDTA initiatives was eventually forfeited, distrib-

uted among federal, state, and local member agen-

cies, and used to fund other drug control efforts. In

2007, the combined ROI for drugs removed from

the market place and the cash and other assets seized

was an astounding $157 for each HIDTA dollar.

*Many agencies contribute to the HIDTA effort. The HIDTA

Investigative budget used to calculate the ROI does not include these in-

kind contributions.

Results and Outcomes 2007

TABLE 4
RETURN ON INVESTMENT FROM HIDTA INVESTIGATIVE BUDGET, 2005-2007

Year

2005

2006

2007

Wholesale Cash &
Value of Drugs Drug Other Assets Assets Total Drugs & Total

Removed ROI Cash Seized Seized ROI Assets Seized ROI

$7,949,015,124 $44.84 $355,150,672 $249,449,918 $3.41 8,553,615,714 $48.25

$16,006,182,310 $90.20 $435,159,769 $393,514,957 $4.67 $16,834,857,036 $94.87

$26,531,801,876 $152.61 $673,246,639 $203,769,010 $5.04 $27,408,817,525 $157.65
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Average Cost per Disrupted or
Dismantled DTO

The second quantitative measure of effectiveness

and efficiency is the average HIDTA cost to disrupt

or dismantle individual DTOs. This is a straightfor-

ward “cost-per-output” measure. In 2007, HIDTAs,

on average, budgeted slightly more than $60,000 for

each disrupted

or dismantled

DTO, a sub-

stantial

$10,000

decline from

the average

cost of the pre-

vious two

years. Even

more impres-

sive, the HIDTAs achieved this decline while dis-

rupting and dismantling 452 more multi-state and

international DTOs than in 2005.

Performance Measures for Goal 2:
Improve the Efficiency
and Effectiveness of HIDTA Initiatives

The second goal of the HIDTA Program is to

improve the efficiency of the HIDTA initiatives.

The efficiency of enforcement activities can be

improved in a variety of ways -- information collect-

ed by one agency can be shared with others, decon-

fliction of case investigations can avoid unnecessary

duplication of efforts, and officer training can

improve productivity. The cooperation and coordi-

nation required by these types of activities are inte-

gral parts of the HIDTA Program. Strong partner-

ships have been developed by participating agencies,

including partnerships that extend to other HIDTAs.

These partnerships have led to a systematic sharing

of information and resources not usually found

among law enforcement programs. As a result,

pooled intelligence analysts, shared computer net-

works and software, and expanded training opportu-

nities have become commonplace.

Three prime

examples of this

cooperation and

coordination are

the HIDTA

Investigative

Support

Centers (ISCs),

the number of

case informa-

tion referrals to other HIDTAs or directly to law

enforcement agencies, and the coordination of

HIDTA-sponsored training.

Deconfliction and Analytical Support

The HIDTA ISCs have earned a stellar reputation

among law enforcement agencies for providing time-

ly and useful information, intelligence, and investiga-

tive support services. The HIDTA Program requires

each HIDTA to establish an ISC and to provide all

participating agencies with direct access to agency

and commercial databases. In many respects, the

HIDTA ISCs are the drug intelligence “fusion cen-

ters” for their regions and in some areas have been

included as part of the state’s homeland security

intelligence system. In addition, the HIDTA

Program was a key player in the development of the

Results and Outcomes 2007

TABLE 5
AVERAGE COST OF DTOS DISRUPTED AND DISMANTLED

Average Cost per DTO
Disrupted or Dismantled

Year All DTO’s Number Change from Amount Change from
Prior Year Prior Year

2005 2,469 1,462 --------- $71,537 ---------

2006 2,572 1,626 164 $70,934 -$603

2007 2,873 1,914 288 $60,151 -$10,7832007 2,873 1,914 288 $60,151 -$10,783

DTOS Disrupted or Dismantled

Multi-State & International DTOs



A Groundbreaking Effort

In January 2007, the Los Angeles Joint Drug
Intelligence Group (LAJDIG) developed the first
comprehensive assessment of gangs within the LA
HIDTA territory, which encompasses four counties
and more than 32,000 square miles. To accom-
plish this, analysts from LAJDIG identified intelli-
gence gaps relating to gangs, including their ethnic-
ities, involvement in the narcotics trade and violent
crimes, and recruitment methods. The team col-
lected open source information; analyzed existing
intelligence reports; sent more than 125 surveys to
federal, state, and local law enforcement entities;
and conducted numerous interviews with law
enforcement personnel in the four-county region.

Key findings of the study showed that 93 percent of
gangs within the LA HIDTA territory are involved

in drug-related activities and that these crimes are
the primary source of income for 76% of gangs in
the territory. The assessment identified new trends
in communication used by prison gangs and the use
of the internet to recruit members. It also articu-
lated the concern over the increasing number of
gang members with military training and the
growing number of seizures of sensitive military
equipment and weapons.

In keeping with the HIDTA spirit, the Los Angeles
High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area Gang Threat
Assessment was shared widely. It was sent to
numerous law enforcement agencies in the LA-
HIDTA area. It was also presented to Governor
Schwarzenegger’s and Senator Feinstein’s offices, the
FBI’s National Gang Intelligence Center, and
ONDCP.

HIDTA Operations
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National Clandestine Laboratory Database, built in

partnership with the El Paso Intelligence Center

(EPIC), which was the first federal law enforcement

database to allow direct access by state and local law

enforcement agencies.

Two of the most essential services provided by the

ISCs are event deconfliction and case/subject decon-

fliction. Event deconfliction services promote officer

safety by identifying

enforcement actions that

are planned to take place

in close proximity to one

another and notifying the

agencies involved of the

potential conflict.

Case/subject deconflic-

tion services alert inves-

tigators when they may

be working the same

target. All HIDTA ini-

tiatives are required to

“deconflict” their enforcement actions and the sub-

jects of their investigations with their HIDTA’s

Investigative Support Center. In 2007, 19 HIDTAs

each performed more than 10,000 deconfliction

checks and 783,308 such checks were performed

Program-wide.

The ISCs also provide a full range of analytical sup-

port services for HIDTA initiatives to assist them in

building cases, executing successful operations, and

prosecuting traffickers. Services typically include

post-seizure analysis of evidence; proactive informa-

tion collection; analysis aimed at identifying emerg-

ing threats and developing new investigative leads;

analytical support for all phases of an investigation;

and development of annual threat assessments and

strategic intelligence products. In 2007, HIDTA

analysts provided major analytical services to 37,578

investigations.

Case Information Referrals

A frequent criticism of law enforcement agencies is

that they are reluctant to share case information with

other agencies, fearing that instead of furthering the

investigation, sharing the information will result in

interference or loss of

control over the case.

The HIDTA Program

is setting a different

example and chang-

ing that perception.

A prominent charac-

teristic of the

Program’s cooperative

approach is the shar-

ing of information,

including case infor-

mation referrals.* In 2007, HIDTA initiatives made

almost 25,000 referrals either to other HIDTAs or

directly to a law enforcement agency without going

through a HIDTA. The number of these referrals

has nearly tripled since 2005. (See Figure 5.) This

increase reflects a dramatic increase in referrals to

both other HIDTAs and to other agencies. More

than three-quarters (76%) of these referrals were to

agencies outside of the HIDTA Program.

HIDTAs located in the Southwest Border states

accounted for approximately 40 percent of the

referrals.

*A case information referral takes place when one agency provides anoth-

er agency with information about a subject that is sufficient to enable the

second agency to open its own investigation of the subject.
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Getting the Word Out

Since joining the Ohio HIDTA, the South Central
Drug Task Force Package Interdiction Unit, a
multi-jurisdictional federal, state, and local agency
task force, has proven to be an outstanding success
in using package interdiction as an effective count-
er-drug measure. In April 2007, Package
Interdiction Unit members abandoned the past
practice of destroying interdicted packages destined
for jurisdictions outside the Ohio HIDTA.
Instead, they entered case relevant information,
including the names and addresses of the senders
and descriptions of the style of packaging used, into
a database they designed.

Unit members contact other HIDTA initiatives
and law enforcement agencies in areas where the
packages are to be delivered and ask those agencies
to coordinate delivery of the package. In return,
the Package Interdiction Unit requests that the
receiving agency contact them after delivery with
any pertinent investigative and intelligence infor-
mation, which is added to the database created
by the unit.

The results of this effort have been outstanding.
Locally, more than two tons of marijuana, 100
pounds of cocaine, 639 pounds of khat, and $2
million in cash have been seized from traffickers.
The cooperation engendered by this effort has
involved more than 500 distinct law enforcement
agencies and task forces at the federal, state, and
local levels. The shared information has led to an
additional six tons of marijuana, 40 pounds of
cocaine, and almost $125,000 in cash being
removed from the drug market in areas outside the
Ohio HIDTA. All told, 200 persons have been
arrested, many with multiple charges.

In one instance, information shared with the Texas
Department of Public Safety (DPS) allowed inves-
tigators to identify thirteen (13) “mom-and-pop”
shipping services in Texas that accounted for ninety
percent of the packages sent to Columbus, OH.
Using this information, the Texas DPS has regular-
ly seized substantial quantities of marijuana on a
daily basis from these small package delivery opera-
tions and has been able to show that many small
shipping services have a nexus to larger drug traf-
ficking organization within Texas and Mexico.

HIDTA Operations



“The High Intensity Drug Trafficking
Areas Program has been a crucial resource
in law enforcement’s continuing war on
drugs. Partnerships created through this
Program transcend jurisdictional lines
across our nation, and especially the State
of Florida. Our active role in the Central
Florida HIDTA has allowed us to take
advantage of additional funding and
training opportunities that may not ordi-
narily be available due to budgeting con-
straints. The quality of life in our Central
Florida communities has improved because
of support we have received from the
HIDTA Program.”

GRADY JUDD

SHERIFF, POLK COUNTY (FL)
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HIDTA-Sponsored Training

In 2007, approximately $4.4 million was invested in

training and related activities, both within individual

HIDTAs and at the National HIDTA Assistance

Center (NHAC). The training provided by the

HIDTAs made a significant contribution to drug law

enforcement, and, because it was made available for

all law enforcement agencies, the impact of this

training was realized beyond the boundaries of the

HIDTAs.

In 2007, HIDTAs trained or supported training for

72,889 law enforcement professionals and support

staff. The vast majority of these students (55,316

students, or 78% of the total) received training relat-

ed to investigative and interdiction activities. The

remainder of the training involved intelligence and

information sharing (6,803, 10%), management and

coordination (8,192, 11%) and support activities,

i.e., related to demand reduction and assisting drug

endangered children (1,054, 1%). (See Figure 6.)
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The HIDTA Program’s nationwide footprint, its

established record of generating cooperation among

all levels of law enforcement, and the comprehensive

and in-depth knowledge of individual HIDTA

Executive Boards make the Program an ideal vehicle

for testing and implementing innovative national

projects. The HIDTA Program currently supports

three national initiatives that provide resources to

carry out coordinated multi-state activities intended

to address specific drug trafficking concerns: the

Domestic Highway Enforcement (DHE) Project, the

National Marijuana Initiative (NMI), and the

National Methamphetamine and Chemicals

Initiative (NMCI). The successes of these initiatives

exemplify the cooperation that has become a hall-

mark of the HIDTA Program.

Domestic Highway Enforcement
(DHE) Project

The mission of the DHE is to promote collaborative,

intelligence-led policing in coordinated and mutually

supportive multi-jurisdictional drug enforcement

efforts on the Nation’s highways. While the project

improves the investigative efforts of the HIDTAs in

attacking drug trafficking, the actual implementation

on the highways also has significant impact on traffic

safety, homeland security, and other crimes. The

motto of DHE is “All Crimes, All Hazards, All

Threats.” The DHE has its origins in a local inter-

diction coordination effort, called “Cobija,” devel-

oped by the Arizona Region of the Southwest Border

HIDTA in 1998 to enhance coordination between

federal, state, and local law enforcement.

HIDTA National Initiatives
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Another “Routine” Traffic Stop

On September 8, 2007, a trooper from the
Colorado State Patrol K-9 Unit conducted
a traffic stop on I-76. The vehicle involved,
a 1999 GMC pickup truck, was driven by
an adult male, and an adult female and
two children were passengers. When inter-
viewed, the adults gave conflicting stories
about the purpose and destination of the
trip. After the driver consented to a search
of the vehicle, the unit’s dog alerted the

troopers to the rear tailgate area of the
truck. A search of that area found 26.5
kilograms of cocaine and 3.1 pounds of
heroin in two false compartments in the
rear fender wells. The drug load, which
had originated in Phoenix, AZ, was des-
tined for Toledo, OH. The follow-up inves-
tigation was coordinated with the Arizona
and Ohio HIDTAs to identify and target
the drug trafficking organizations
responsible.

HIDTA Operations



“The influx of high quality, black-tar heroin
from Mexico is responsible for the astro-
nomical rise in the number of overdose
deaths in central Ohio and West Virginia.
The Ohio HIDTA has brought together
federal, state, and local law enforcement to
combat this pressing problem. This new-
found spirit of cooperation has engendered
several successful investigations that have
dismantled significant Mexican-based drug
trafficking organizations. Without
HIDTA resources, it is unlikely that these
investigations would have been successful.”

ANTHONY C. MAROTTA

ASSISTANT SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE

DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, COLUMBUS DISTRICT OFFICE
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In 2005, the Arizona HIDTA recommended that the

Cobija concept be expanded across the country. In

2006, the DHE was initiated nationwide with the

use of supplemental funding from ONDCP. The

DHE divides the United States into nine regions and

establishes in each a Regional Coordinating

Committee (RCC) responsible for planning and

overseeing DHE activities within its region.

Participation in the DHE is not limited to agencies

participating in the HIDTA Program. Excluding

agencies from areas not designated a HIDTA would

reduce the effectiveness of the program and be

counter to the spirit of the HIDTA Program.

Agencies from states without a designated HIDTA

may receive funding for planning and training, but

not for operational activity. Currently, law enforce-

ment agencies, including the State Police or Highway

Patrol in 46 of the 48 mainland states, are participat-

ing in the DHE. A number of Canadian law

enforcement agencies also participate in the program,

including the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The

large number of agencies participating, especially

those non-HIDTA agencies participating without

receiving additional funding, is a compliment to the

efficacy of the DHE approach and to the reputation

of the HIDTA Program.

In 2007, HIDTAs undertook more than 900 DHE-

funded operations. These operations resulted in the

removal of more than 100 tons of marijuana and

four tons of cocaine from the market, seizures of

$56.8 million in cash and $2.9 million in other

assets, and 3,292 arrests. Including the quantities of

drugs seized by non-HIDTA participants, the DHE

was responsible for removing 155 tons of marijuana,

more than eight tons of cocaine, and 1.5 tons of

methamphetamine. In addition, state agencies have

witnessed a notable decrease in traffic fatalities

and/or serious injury crashes and attribute that

decrease, in part, to DHE activities.

To take the information sharing to a new level, DHE

participants have created the “Tactical Incident

Notification System (TINS), which is designed to

provide actionable intelligence to a state DHE point

of contact within one hour of its occurrence. Under

this system, which DHE participants are testing in

15 states, any actionable intelligence that is devel-

oped is forwarded to the EPIC watch officer who, in

turns, uses a group email to forward the information

to all cleared points of contact in the 15 states.

When fully implemented, TINS will provide road-

side-to-roadside information on close to a real time

basis.

National Marijuana Initiative (NMI)

Because of their remote locations and the limited

presence of law enforcement in those areas, federal

and state public lands have become havens for the

production of marijuana and other illegal substances,

such as methamphetamine. Although a precise fig-

ure is not possible, current estimates suggest that 75

– 80 percent of all outdoor marijuana cultivation in

the United States takes place on public lands, partic-

ularly in California, Hawaii, Oregon, Washington,

Tennessee, Kentucky, and West Virginia (the “M7”

states).

Illegal drug activities in these areas pose significant

risks to those who work for the public land agencies

and to those who want to enjoy public lands for

recreational purposes. Encounters with traffickers

HIDTA National Initiatives
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guarding their illegal production sites have resulted

in numerous serious injuries. Illegal cultivation sites

also impose significant environmental and financial

costs on the public. Turning these remote undevel-

oped areas into productive plots requires the traffick-

er to clear cut native plants and trees; poach and

hunt wildlife; devastate the soil with insecticides,

herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers; and divert natu-

ral waterways like springs, streams, and creeks. The

National Park Service estimates that 10 acres of for-

est are damaged for every acre planted with marijua-

na, and that the cost of repairing and restoring those

areas would cost $11,000 per acre.

In 2001, HIDTA funding was used to establish the

National Marijuana Initiative to detect, deter, and

disrupt marijuana production on public lands con-

trolled by the federal and state governments. The

NMI coordinated federal, state, and local investiga-

tions and interdiction operations, providing guid-

ance, education, and coordinated informa-

tion/intelligence sharing.

In 2007, these coordinated efforts once again result-

ed in the eradication of a record number of marijua-

na plants in both outdoor and indoor marijuana

grows. Last year 6.9 million marijuana plants were

eradicated in outdoor grows, including 3,926,205

million on federal public lands. Another 434,728

were eradicated in indoor marijuana grows.

As the NMI and other outdoor eradication efforts

became more successful, traffickers moved their pro-

duction sites indoors where production was easier to

conceal, and where they could benefit from year-

round cultivation and a controlled environment that

yielded higher quality marijuana that could com-

mand higher prices. These indoor grows ranged

from closet-sized operations to more sophisticated

operations using entire houses or buildings providing

hydroponics, light metering, irrigation, fertilization,

and refined growing techniques to enhance the rate

of growth. A number of Asian DTOS are moving to

indoor marijuana grow operations, particularly in

states on the west coast. Cuban drug trafficking

organizations also appear to be extending their

indoor grow operations from Florida to Georgia and

North Carolina.

National Methamphetamine/Chemicals
and Pharmaceutical Drug Crimes
Initiative (NMCI/PDC)

The NMCI/PDC was established as a HIDTA initia-

tive in 1999. Unlike the DHE and the NMI, the

Initiative does not undertake enforcement actions

but rather works to reduce the availability of

methamphetamine and the precursors and chemicals

used to produce methamphetamine by helping to

develop a unified law enforcement and prosecutorial

effort, share intelligence and trend information, and

provide training for federal, state, and local partici-

pants. In 2007, the mission of the NMCI/PDC was

expanded to include increasing the awareness of the

misuse and abuse of pharmaceutical drugs and to

share information and best practices to reduce the

illegal diversion of these drugs.

The NMCI is overseen by an Advisory Board com-

prised of representatives of state and federal drug

enforcement agencies and chaired by the United

States Attorney for the Eastern District of California.

In 2007, more than 270 federal, state, and local

agents, officers, prosecutors, analysts, and agency

HIDTA National Initiatives
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chemists from throughout the United States partici-

pated in the NMCI/PDC Initiative.

The HIDTA Program has provided at least $500,000

annually to the NMCI/PDC since its inception.

These funds have been used to pay for: salaries for an

NMCI National Coordinator, two Regional

Coordinators, and administrative staff; national and

regional conferences organized by the NMCI/PDC;

activities to promote the expansion of the Drug

Endangered Children (DEC) Program; training for

federal, state, and local agents, officers, and prosecu-

tors; travel to conferences and training sessions for

state and local officers and prosecutors; and the cre-

ation of uniform strategy and best practices in deal-

ing with retailers of substances used in the produc-

tion of methamphetamine. In addition, in each of

the last two years the Initiative has received

$200,000 in supplemental funding from the HIDTA

Program to support three additional Regional

Coordinators.

In 2007, the Coordinators participated in more than

100 such meetings with a combined attendance of

more than 6,500. The NMCI/PDC also funded

travel to these conferences and training sessions for

over 100 state and local officers and prosecutors. The

NMCI/PDC Initiative has also succeeded in bring-

ing together international members from, Canada,

Mexico, Australia, the United Kingdom, Germany,

India, and China, to create an international anti-

diversion strategy and increase multi-state

cooperation.

HIDTA National Initiatives



“I continue to be impressed with the good
work being done by the HIDTA Program
in California’s Central Valley. They have
been working closely with federal, state,
and local law enforcement to dismantle
methamphetamine and marijuana
production in our area. The Central
Valley HIDTA continues to prove that
coordinated and cooperative programs can
be successful in combating the plague of
drugs in our local communities.”

CONGRESSMAN DEVIN NUNES

CALIFORNIA, TWENTY FIRST DISTRICT
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Before the HIDTA Program was launched, law

enforcement agencies tended to pursue individual

cases against individual drug traffickers or segments

of drug trafficking networks. Intelligence sharing

and coordination were not priorities.

Today, as part of numerous HIDTA initiatives, feder-

al, state, and local law enforcement agencies are pro-

vided resources and support to facilitate scrutiny of

all levels of drug trafficking or money laundering

networks simultaneously. This approach enables

HIDTAs not only to focus on DTOs having the

greatest impact on regional drug markets, but also to

identify and target multi-state and international

DTOs and their trafficking routes.

Does the Program deliver what
it promised?

Given the competing demands on the federal budg-
et, it is reasonable to question the effectiveness of
federally funded programs. Questions such as, “Is
the Program effective? Does the Program make a
difference? Are the funds provided the Program
well-spent?” are all valid. As we have shown in
this report, for the HIDTA Program the answer to
each is a clear and unequivocal “Yes!”

To assess how effective individual HIDTAs have
been in implementing this comprehensive approach,
HIDTA directors developed a Performance
Management Process (PMP) that has been used
since 2004 to collect, review, and report on out-
comes and accomplishments achieved by individual
HIDTAs and the Program as a whole.

Does the HIDTA Program accomplish
its mission? Does it take traffickers and
drugs off the streets of the United
States?

Yes. In 2007, HIDTAs targeted 3,475 DTOs,
and were successful in disrupting or dismantling
2,873 of these organizations, or 83% of those tar-
geted. In the process, HIDTA initiatives seized
more than 4,500 tons of marijuana, 84 tons of
cocaine, seven tons of methamphetamine, almost
two tons of heroin, and smaller but significant
amounts of a large number of other drugs. In
total, these drugs were conservatively valued at
more than $26.5 billion.

Are the HIDTAs targeting high-value
targets or dealing only with street-level
organizations?

Yes. Each HIDTA targets a mix of organizations,
from local operations to DTOs that are cells of the
biggest trafficking groups in the United States.
Overall, in 66 percent of HIDTA-disrupted and -
dismantled DTOs and MLOs were multi-state or
international in scope. HIDTAs also target local
DTOs that have a more visible and dramatic
impact on local communities. Although HIDTAs
located along the Southwest Border and other
“gateway” regions (where the vast majority of illegal
drugs enter the United States) are more likely to
encounter international DTOs than other
HIDTAs, multi-state and international DTOs
account for no less than 40 percent of the DTOs
targeted by any one of the individual HIDTAs.

Conclusion
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Are law enforcement agencies sharing
more information than in the past?

Yes. In 2005, HIDTA participants reported
referring information on approximately 8,800 cases
to other law enforcement agencies. Two years later,
almost 25,000 referrals were made.

Are law enforcement agencies using the
intelligence support services and train-
ing resources offered by the HIDTAs?

Yes. HIDTA ISCs often provide criminal and
drug trafficking intelligence for federal, state, and
local law enforcement. The ISCs provide their
regional HIDTAs with a multitude of analytical
and investigative services, such as deconfliction,
post-seizure analysis, threat assessments, and access
to a variety of information-sharing networks and
databases. HIDTA ISCs processed more than

783,000 deconfliction requests and provided ana-
lytical support to more than 37,000 investigations.
The HIDTA operations highlighted in this report
used Title III wire intercepts and other innovative
investigative techniques to support numerous
OCDETF and CPOT investigations.

Is the HIDTA approach cost effective?

Yes. PMP data show that for each dollar they
spent on an Enforcement Initiative or an
Intelligence and Information Sharing Initiative,
HIDTAs removed more than $152 in illegal drugs
from the market. Additionally, for every HIDTA
dollar invested in the Program, $5 in assets was
confiscated. Cash seized represented almost three
times the total cost of the Program, and the com-
bined value of drugs, cash, and other assets was
more than 120 times the total cost.

Conclusion



“You know that old saying that all too
often gets a laugh, “I’m from the govern-
ment, and I’m here to help you.”? In stark
contrast to that, the Northwest HIDTA is
government that works and produces tan-
gible results. Structure, inter-agency com-
munication, additional funding, and
accountability are at the four corners of its
foundation. Because of this, the
Northwest HIDTA is making a positive
difference in participating communities as
we jointly fight against illegal drugs and
their adverse effects on our communities.”

KEN IRWIN

SHERIFF, YAKIMA COUNTY (WA)
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In 2004, the success of the HIDTA Program was

known to local participants and many national

observers. However, because the Program did not

have in place a reporting system capable of quantify-

ing the Program’s outcomes in a consistent manner,

the Office of Management and Budget concluded

the HIDTA Program could not demonstrate its

results. In response, the HIDTA Directors formed a

Performance Management Committee (PMC) and

charged it with developing a system to measure the

performance of individual HIDTAs and the HIDTA

Program in achieving this goal.

The PMC reviewed prior attempts to set perform-

ance targets for the HIDTA Program and deter-

mined those efforts required HIDTAs to report on

outcomes for which they were only minimally

responsible, for which no data were available, or

which did not reflect program outcomes.

Consequently, it had been impractical, if not impos-

sible, to clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the

HIDTA Program.

To correct this shortcoming, the Committee devel-

oped the Performance Management Process (PMP)

based on three guiding principles: 1) Say what you

do; 2) Do what you say; and 3) Show what you did.

The PMP is a data-driven process that shifted the

analytical focus of the HIDTA Program from annual

assessments of single initiatives to measuring changes

over time for all levels of the HIDTA Program --

each initiative, each HIDTA, and the overall

Program.

The PMP involves six key phases that are completed

annually – identifying threats and needs, setting per-

formance targets; implementing a strategy for achiev-

ing them, budgeting for results, monitoring and

managing results, and reporting on the outcomes.

The three most important tools for completing these

six steps are the: (1) HIDTA Matrix: (2) the HIDTA

PMP Database; and (3) the core performance meas-

urement tables. The HIDTA Matrix provides a

framework for establishing the links between the

identified drug threats for a HIDTA’s area, the strate-

gy proposed in response to those threats, the individ-

ual initiatives that carry out the strategy, and the

desired outcomes of those efforts.

The PMP Database enables each HIDTA to enter

information about every DTO it identifies and inves-

tigates. This information includes descriptive charac-

teristics about the DTO’s members, the drugs it traf-

fics, the areas where the DTO obtains those drugs,

and the areas where it sells the drugs. As the investi-

gations of the DTOs progress, information about

actions taken by the HIDTA (e.g., drugs seized) and

the outcome of the HIDTAs’ actions against the

DTOs (i.e., disruption or dismantlement) is added

to the database. The database also contains informa-

tion not related to a specific DTO. For example, it

includes information on training provided by the

HIDTA, the number of times the HIDTA refers case

information to another HIDTA or law enforcement

agency outside the HIDTA, and the number of

HIDTA initiatives that are receiving advanced ana-

lytical support from the HIDTAs Investigative

Support Center. An important element of this data-

base is the requirement that all HIDTAs use com-

mon definitions for key variables; e.g., when a DTO

can be considered disrupted or dismantled.

The third tool is a set of required “core” tables that

The Performance Management Process
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standardizes the presentation of key data; e.g., the

number of DTOs disrupted or dismantled in the

HIDTA, the value of illegal drugs seized or

destroyed, and the operational scope (i.e., local,

multi-state, and/or international) of those DTOs. As

part of its annual budget submission, each HIDTA

must establish performance targets for the upcoming

year for each of these core measures, and, at the end

of the year, account for its performance towards

these targets.

Since the inception of the Performance Management

Process, the use of the PMP has expanded signifi-

cantly. By 2006, the PMP Database had expanded

into a Web-based system capable of generating virtu-

ally all of the required application and reporting doc-

uments for the HIDTA Program, a significant time

and resource savings for HIDTAs and ONDCP.

As this annual report clearly demonstrates, the

HIDTA Program’s performance management system

contains the answers to the questions that are funda-

mental to addressing the efficiency and effectiveness

of the HIDTA Program. By implementing the PMP

and continually reviewing and updating it, the

HIDTA Program continues to serve as a national

model for the development of performance measures

and data tracking systems.

In 2007, the Office of Management and Budget

reassessed the HIDTA Program and concluded that

because of the PMP the HIDTA Program was able

to demonstrate results adequately. In fact, in a

September 2007 press release describing improved

accountability in federal programs, the HIDTA

Program was specifically identified as an example of

how greater use of performance information has

driven improvements in agency programs.

The Performance Management Process
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Outstanding Investigative Effort
Arizona HIDTA
Maricopa Count Methamphetamine Task Force
Operation Red Dragon

Outstanding Prosecutor
South Florida HIDTA
Assistant United States Attorney
Andrea Hoffman

Outstanding Intelligence Analyst
Hawaii HIDTA
Karen Pape

Outstanding Financial Investigative Effort
Washington/Baltimore HIDTA
Drug Money Laundering Initiative

Outstanding Administrator
The Mary Marshall Award
Midwest HIDTA
Nancy Lauer

Outstanding Interdiction/DHE Effort
Ohio HIDTA
South Central HIDTA Drug Task Force

Outstanding Task Force Commander
New England HIDTA
FBI Supervisory Special Agent
John M. Woudenberg

Outstanding Investigative Support Center
Los Angeles HIDTA
Los Angeles Joint Drug Intelligence Group
(LAJDIG)

ONDCP Director’s Award
New York/New Jersey HIDTA
DEA Associate Special Agent-in-Charge
Nicholas Caruso

Outstanding HIDTA
Midwest HIDTA

2007 HIDTA AWARDS
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ONDCP

David R. Murtaugh

Acting Deputy Director

Executive Office of the President

Office of National Drug Control Policy

Office of State, Local, and Tribal Affairs

Washington, DC 20503

202-395-6752 / 202-395-6721 FAX

Mark M. Campbell

Acting Assistant Deputy Director

Executive Office of the President

Office of National Drug Control Policy

Office of State, Local, and Tribal Affairs

Washington, DC 20503

202-395-6781 / 202-395-6721 FAX

National HIDTA Assistance Center

William I. Martin, Director

11200 NW 20th Street, Suite 100

Miami, FL 33172

305-715-7600 / 305-715-7615 FAX

wimartin@nhac.org

Exec Asst: Jackie Serra

305-715-7750

jxserra@nhac.org

Appalachia HIDTA

Frank Rapier, Director

P.O. Box 5070 (regular mailing)

London, KY 40745-5070

National City Bank, 3rd Floor

400 South Main Street

London, KY 40741 (FedEx)

606-877-2100 / 606-862-8143 FAX

frapier@app.hidta.net

Dave Keller, Deputy Director-KY

606-877-2103, kellerd@ahidta.org

Ray Fletcher, Deputy Director-TN

(865) 330-1020, fletcherr@ahidta.org

Kenny Burner, Deputy Director-WV

(304) 757-0234, burnerk@ahidta.org

Secretary: Stephanie Gilmore, 606-877-2130

gilmores@ahidta.org

Atlanta HIDTA

Jack Killorin, Director

763 Juniper Street, NE

Atlanta, GA 30308

(678) 244-8400/ 404-815-5541 FAX

jkillorin@atlantahidta.org

Mike Wilson, Deputy Director

404-815-4403

mwilson@atlantahidta.org

Frank Mazilli, Deputy Director

404-815-4405

frank.j.mazilli@usdoj.gov

Exec Asst: Lydia Sheffield 404-815-4402

lsheffield@atlantahidta.org

Central Florida HIDTA

William T. Fernandez, Director

P.O. Box 2129

Sanford, FL 32772

407-585-2687 / 407-585-2725 FAX

tfernandez@cfhidta.org

tfernandez@cfl.hidta.net

Richard Scovel, Deputy Director

407-585-2914

scovel.richard@cfhidta.org

Exec Assist: Chelsea Hohrein x2687

chohrein@cfhidta.org

HIDTA Points of Contact
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Central Valley HIDTA

William Ruzzamenti, Director

P.O. Box 2768

Rancho Cordova, CA 95741

10151 Croydon Way, Suite #1(FedEx)

Sacramento, CA 95827-2106

916-876-7006/ 559-445-5426 FAX

wruzzamenti@cvca.hidta.net

Exec Assist: Shari White 916-875-8853

swhite@sacsheriff.com

Chicago HIDTA

Kurt Schmid, Executive Director

69 West Washington Street, Suite 400

Chicago, IL 60602

312-603-8008

kschmid@chi.hidta.net

312-603-8000/ 312-603-9728 FAX

Admin Assist: Eileen Pincsak

312-603- 8009

epincsak@chicago-hidta.org

Gulf Coast HIDTA

Tony Soto, Director

3838 N. Causeway Boulevard, Suite 1900

Metairie, LA 70002

504-840-1401 / 504-840-1406 FAX

tsoto@gc.hidta.net

Bill Renton, Deputy Director

504-840-1402

rentonw@gchidta.org

Office Mgr: Pati Villalobos

504-840-1403

villalp@gchidta.org

Hawaii HIDTA

Larry D. Burnett, Director

500 Ala Moana Blvd, Box 165

Honolulu, HI 96813

808-356-4400 x403 / 808-356-4499 FAX

lburnett@hi.hidta.net

Admin Assist: “CJ” Smith

808-356-4411

cjsmith@hi-hidta.org

cjsmith@hi.hidta.net

Houston HIDTA

Stan Furce, Director

15311 Vantage Parkway West, Ste 286

Houston, TX 77032

281-372-5850/ 281-372-5865 FAX

sfurce@htx.hidta.net

Dave Knight, Deputy Director

281-372-5853

dknight@houstonhidta.net

Susan Krueger (281) 372-5857

Executive Assistant/Training Officer

skrueger@houstonhidta.net

Lake County HIDTA

Charles Porucznik, Director

P.O. Box 420

Crown Point, IN 46308

2900 West 93rd Avenue

Crown Point, IN 46307 (FedEx)

219-650-2470 / 219-650-2495 FAX

cporucznik@lc.hidta.net

Exec Sec: Leandra Brugos

lbrugos@lc.hidta.net

HIDTA Points of Contact
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Los Angeles HIDTA

Roger Bass, Director

1340 West 6th Street

Los Angeles, CA 90017

213-989-6457 / 213-989-6666 FAX

rbass@la.hidta.net

Laurence Fowler, Deputy Director

213-989-6462

lfowler@la.hidta.net

Michigan HIDTA

Abraham L. Azzam, Director

28 W. Adams Ave., Suite 400

Detroit, MI 48226

313-967-4500 / 313-965-8770 FAX

aazzam@mi.hidta.net

Vacant, Deputy Director

313-967-4506

Mary Szymanski, Financial Manager

313-967-4523

mszymanski@mi.hidta.net

Midwest HIDTA

David Barton, Director

10220 NW Ambassador Drive, Suite 720

Kansas City, MO 64153

816-746-4911 x220 / 816-746-9712 FAX

dbarton@midwest.hidta.net

Larry Tongate, Deputy Director

816-746-4911 x222

ltongate@midwest.hidta.net

Admin Officer: – Wendy Horalek x210

whoralek@midwest.hidta.net

Milwaukee HIDTA

Edward M. Polachek, Director

801 West Michigan Street

Milwaukee, WI 53233

414-220-4740/4789 / 414-224-7548 FAX

epolachek@mke.hidta.net

Mark Mathy, Deputy Director

414-220-4742

mmathy@mke.hidta.net

Exec Assist: Cindy Fliess x 4744

cfliess@milwaukeehidta.org

Nevada HIDTA

Kent Bitsko, Director

550 S. Main Street, Suite A

Las Vegas, NV 89101

702-759-8070/702-759-8036 FAX

kbitsko@lv.hidta.net

Admin Assist: Carol Swift

702-759-8144

swiftc@lvmpd.com

New England HIDTA

J. T. Fallon, Director

13 Branch Street, Suite 9

Methuen, MA 01844-1947

978 691-2501 / 978 691-2510/11 FAX

jfallon@nehidta.org

David W. Kelley, Deputy Director

978-691-2502

dkelley@nehidta.org

Admin Asst: Cynthia A. Kahrman

978-691-2500

ckahrman@nehidta.org

HIDTA Points of Contact
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New York/New Jersey HIDTA

Chauncey Parker, Director

88 10th Avenue

3rd. Floor

New York, NY 10011

646-805-6105 / 646-805-6162 FAX

cparker@nynjhidta.org

Ken Middleton, First Deputy Director

646-805-6108

kmiddleton@nynjhidta.org

Exec Assist: Michelle Y. Gordon x6104

mgordon@nynjhidta.org

North Florida HIDTA

Edward B. Williams, Director

8647 Baypine Road #304

Jacksonville, FL 32256

904-256-5999/904-256-5904 FAX

ewilliams@nfl.hidta.net

Exec Asst: Pat Lowe

904-256-5959

plowe@nfhidta.org

North Texas HIDTA

Lance Sumpter, Director

8404 Esters Boulevard, Suite 100

Irving, TX 75063

972-915-9501 / 972-915-9503 FAX

lsumpter@ntx.hidta.net

Exec Assist: Christine Lunger

972-915-9502

clunger@ntx.hidta.net

Northern California HIDTA

Ronald Brooks, Director

P.O. Box 36102

San Francisco, CA 94102 (mailing)

450 Golden Gate Avenue

14th Floor, Room 5458

San Francisco, CA 94102 (FedEx)

415-436-8199 / 415-436-7484 FAX

rbrooks@nca.hidta.net

Sally Fairchild, Deputy Director

415-436-8099/415-436-8180 FAX

sfairchild@nca.hidta.net

Exec Assist: Yolanda Sena 415-436-8027

ysena@nca.hidta.net

Northwest HIDTA

Dave Rodriguez, Director

400 Second Avenue West, 3rd Floor

Seattle, WA 98119

206-352-3601 / 206-352-3699 FAX

drodriguez@nw.hidta.net

FM/Exec. Asst. Charlotte Biggs

206-352-3604

cbiggs@nw.hidta.org

Ohio HIDTA

Vacant, Director

984 Keynote Circle

Brooklyn Heights, OH 44131-1828

216-739-3501 / 216-739-3518 FAX

Exec Asst: Sara J. Pachinger

216-739-3502

sara.pachinger@ohiohidta.org

HIDTA Points of Contact
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Oregon HIDTA

Chris Gibson, Director

610 Hawthorne Ave. S.E Suite 120

Salem, OR 97301

503-378-5123 X301 /503-373-3196 FAX

chris.r.gibson@state.or.us

Fiscal Manager:Kathleen Jackson

503-378-5123 ext 308

Kathleen.jackson@state.or.us

Office Coordinator: Debbie Giza

Debbie.Giza@state.or.us

Philadelphia/Camden HIDTA

Jeremiah Daley, Director

7801 Essington Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19153

215-863-3484 / 215-863-3495 FAX

jdaley@pchidta.org

Kanti Somani, Deputy Director

215-863-3491

somanik@pchidta.org

Exec Assist: Arlene Roakes

215-863-3481

roakesa@pc.hidta.org

Puerto Rico-U.S. V. I. HIDTA

Jose M. Alvarez, Director

P.O. Box 366264

San Juan, PR 00936-6264 (mailing)

#540, "A" Street, Mario Julia Industrial Park

Puerto Nuevo, PR 00920 (FedEx)

787-474-8701 / 787-474-8716 FAX

jalvarez@prvi.hidta.net

Catherine Lockhart Mills, MSW, Deputy Director

P.O. Box 309480

St. Thomas, VI 00803-9480 (mailing)

#129 Subbase- Chinnery Building

St. Thomas, VI 00802 (FedEx)

340-693-2228/340-777-5426 FAX

cmills@prvi.hidta.net

Exec Officer: Guillermo Miranda

787-474-8710

gmiranda@prvi.net

Exec Assist: Letty Loaiza

787-474-8705

lloaiza@prvi.hidta.net

Rocky Mountain HIDTA

Thomas J. Gorman, Director

10200 East Girard Avenue,

Building C, Suite 444

Denver, CO 80231

303-671-2180 x223 / 303-671- 2191 FAX

tgorman@rmhidta.org

Exec Asst: Cari Parkinson x221

cparkinson@rmhidta.org

HIDTA Points of Contact
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South Florida HIDTA

Timothy D. Wagner, Director

3101 Commerce Parkway

Miramar, FL 33025

954-430-4901 / 954-430-4949 FAX

tdwagner@sfl.hidta.net

Joel Widell, Deputy Director

954-430-4902

jwidell@sfhidta.org

Secretary: Marsha Goldberg

954-430-4906

mdgoldberg@sflhidta.org

Washington-Baltimore HIDTA

Thomas H. Carr, Director

9001 Edmonston Road, Suite 300

Greenbelt, MD 20770

301-489-1700 / 301-489-1660 FAX

tcarr@wb.hidta.org

Floyd O. Pond, Deputy Director

301-489-1746

fpond@wb.hidta.org

Exec Assist: Veronica Pallutch

301-489-1776

vpallutc@wb.hidta.org

REGIONS OF THE SWB HIDTA:

Arizona:

Terence M. Azbill, Director

6868 South Plumer Avenue

Tucson, AZ 85706

520-351-4400 / 520-351-4402/4405 FAX

Tazbill@az.hidta.net

Ops/Admin Assist: Edward Gooderham

602-616-4270

egooderham@az.hidta.net

Special Staff Asst: Christine Konigsfeld

520-351-8972

ckoni@azhidta.org

California:

Vacant, Director

California Border Alliance Group (CBAG)

1010 Second Ave, Suite 1900

San Diego, CA 92101-4945

619-557-5865 / 619-557-6450 FAX

Kean McAdam, Deputy Director

619-557-5864

mcadamk@cbag.hidta.org

Sec: Wilma Tokunaga

619-557-5880

tokunagaw@cbag.hidta.org

HIDTA Points of Contact
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New Mexico:

Ernesto Ortiz, Director

2450 Lakeside Dr. Bldg A.

Las Cruces, NM 88007

575-541-7507 / 575-541-7510 FAX

eortiz@nmhidta.net

Admin Asst: Thomas Sanchez

575-541-7516

tsanchez@nmhidta.net

Financial Coordinator: Sandra Avalos

575-541-7503

savalos@nmhidta.net

South Texas:

Antonio Garcia, Director

8600 Wurzbach Rd., Suite 802

San Antonio, TX 78240

210-692-1532 / 210-692-1891 FAX

tgarcia@stx.hidta.net

Admin Asst: Hortencia Sambrano

210-692-1532 /210-692-7053 FAX

hsambrano@stx.hidta.net

West Texas:

Travis Kuykendall, Director

4141 Pinnacle, Suite 120

El Paso, TX 79902

915-532-9550 / 915-532-9931 FAX

Tkuykendall@wtx.hidta.net

Deanne Rankins, Deputy Director

915-532-9569

drankins@epcounty.com

Office Mgr: Connie Banko

cbanko@epcounty.com

HIDTA Points of Contact




